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Abstract

In the thesis some combinatorial statements are analysed from the reverse mathematics
point of view. Reverse mathematics is a research program, which dates back to the Seventies,
interested in finding the exact strength,measured in termsof set-existence axioms, of theorems
from ordinary non set-theoretic mathematics.
After a brief introduction to the subject, an on-line (incremental) algorithm to transitively

reorient infinite pseudo-transitive oriented graphs is defined. This implies that a theorem of
Ghouila–Houri is provable in RCA0 and hence is computably true.
Interval graphs and interval orders are the common theme of the second part of the thesis.

A chapter is devoted to analyse the relative strength of different characterisations of countable
interval graphs and to study the interplay between countable interval graphs and countable
interval orders. In this context the theme of unique orderability of interval graphs arises,
which is studied in the following chapter. The last chapter about interval orders inspects the
strength of some statements involving the dimension of countable interval orders.
The third part is devoted to the analysis of two theorems proved by Rival and Sands in

1980. The first principle states that each infinite graph contains an infinite subgraph such that
each vertex of the graph is adjacent either to none, or to one or to infinitely many vertices
of the subgraph. This statement, restricted to countable graphs, is proved to be equivalent
to ACA0 and hence to be stronger than Ramsey’s theorem for pairs, despite the similarity of
the two principles. The second theorem proved by Rival and Sands states that each infinite
partial order with finite width contains an infinite chain such that each point of the poset is
comparable either to none or to infinitely many points of the chain. For each k ≥ 3, the latter
principle restricted to countable poset of width k is proved to be equivalent to ADS. Some
complementary results are presented in the thesis.
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Abstract

A Borel action of a Polish group G on a Polish space X determines an equivalence
relation E ⊂ X ×X whose classes are orbits of the action. Such a relation is called an
orbit equivalence relation. Given two orbit equivalence relations, E⊂X ×X and F⊂ Y ×Y ,
we say that E is Borel reducible to F if there exists a Borel function g : X → Y such that
∀x,y ∈ X xEy ⇐⇒ g(x)Fg(y). Informally speaking, this means that F is at least as
complicated as E. An orbit equivalence relation E is called complete (or universal) if all orbit
equivalence relations are Borel reducible to E. In recent years many relations naturally arising
in mathematics were proved to be complete, such as the isometry relation of Polish metric
spaces (Gao,Kechris, andClemens), the isometry relation of separableC∗-algebras (Sabok),
and the homeomorphism relation of compact Polish spaces (Zielinski). The latter result was
strengthened by Chang and Gao, who proved that the homeomorphism relation of continua
(i.e., connected compact Polish spaces) is complete. They askedwhether the homeomorphism
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